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Foreword

On this Budget day, I hope you will not mind me 
firstly sharing a bit of business news about 

Cicero/AMO.

Today, Havas Group announced the acquisition of 
Cicero/AMO, which will integrate into AMO, Havas 
Group’s global strategic advisory network.

As part of this move, Cicero/AMO will work 
closely alongside Maitland/AMO, one of AMO’s 
founder members, to provide comprehensive 
strategic advice covering public affairs, corporate 
communications, research and campaigns, investor 
relations and media relations in the UK and EU.

We will continue to work across all major business 
sectors from our offices in London, Brussels and 
Dublin and have the ability for our clients to access 
AMO’s global network present in 11 countries and 
every major financial centre.

You can find more information about the deal in PR 
Week.

Despite what has been widely regarded as an 
assured performance by the recently appointed 
Chancellor, Rishi Sunak, today’s Budget was 
delivered in uncertain times.

The Chancellor addressed this upfront with a blizzard 
of measures to support business - particularly SMEs 
- through the upcoming months of the Coronavirus 
epidemic with a £30 billion package of financial 
support, co-ordinated with an emergency interest 
rate cut announced by the Bank of England earlier 
today.

The spending spree did not stop there. As trailed, 
there was the £600 billion infrastructure funding 
announcement for road, rail and broadband across 
all parts of the country by 2025, but also a surprise 
increase in public R&D investment to £22 billion per 
year by 2024-25.

Equally stark was the decision by the Government 
not to significantly raise taxes, freeze duties on 
beer, cider and wine, but also to make no change 
to fuel duty.

In fact, many Labour MPs sitting on the Opposition 
benches could be forgiven for having to double 
check if this was Conservative Chancellor giving 
the Budget, such was the scale of spending 
announcements and give-aways.

The Budget clearly marks a break from the political 
strategy of the Cameron/Osborne years, which put 
an emphasis on fiscal rules and paying down the 
deficit.

As promised, the Budget entitled ‘Delivering on our 
promises to the British People’, attempts to redefine 
the Conservatives as the party of the public services, 
but also delivering on the manifesto commitment to 
‘level up’ economic growth and opportunity across 
all regions and nations.

The big unknown for this Government and 
Chancellor is the impact of uncertainty. Today the 
Chancellor will receive plaudits, but with sluggish 
economic growth, the economic impact of 
Coronavirus still unknown and a trade deal with the 
EU set to conclude by the end 2020 he may face 
unpalatable choices in the autumn between higher 
debt or taxes.

The Chancellor got it done today, but challenging 
times lie ahead.

This Cicero/AMO Budget analysis includes a 
political overview of today’s Budget and our team’s 
analysis of key policy announcements across 
financial services, tech, transport & infrastructure, 
energy and housing. 

I hope you find it useful and if you would like to find 
out more about Cicero /AMO or our services then 
please get in contact.

Tom Frackowiak
Managing Director - UK Public Affairs
+44 (0)20 7297 5966
Tom.Frackowiak@cicero-group.com

https://www.prweek.com/article/1676643/havas-group-acquires-majority-stake-cicero
https://www.prweek.com/article/1676643/havas-group-acquires-majority-stake-cicero
mailto:tom.frackowiak%40cicero-group.com?subject=The%20Budget%202020
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Political Overview

I f ever there was a day to get things done, then 
today was it, at least according to Chancellor Rishi 

Sunak who muttered the words no less than ten 
times. In delivering his first speech as Chancellor, 
he was determined to establish himself and do 
things his own way.

We saw that in his Budget of two means, one tackling 
the short-term challenges of Coronavirus, the other 
starting to set the tone for the Conservatives long 
term economic approach.

We first got a sense of the challenges ahead with the 
Chancellor eschewing the tradition of starting his 
speech with update on the UK economy. Instead, 
he dived straight into outlining the government’s 
response on the Coronavirus. A potential sign of 
things to come.
 
He outlined a one year £33billion fiscal stimulus 
package designed to drive supply – ensure people 
can work and access core services where they can. 
But also, recognition that businesses will struggle, 
and with few monetary levers left with interest rates 
being cut to 0.25%, all eyes were on fiscal policy.

Here, the Chancellor delivered several things, an 
extension of statutory sick pay (SSP) for all who’ve 
been recommended to self-isolate without exhibiting 
direct signs of Coronavirus, legislation to allow 
business to reclaim SSP for up to two weeks for 
employees off sick with the virus and perhaps, the 
real rabbit, an increase in the Business Rates retail 
discount to 100% for one year and an expansion to 
leisure and hospitality.

Beyond the razzle dazzle, a serious message 
emerges. For the first time, the Government is 
quantifying the true impact of Coronavirus on the 
UK economy and it doesn’t paint the prettiest 
picture. Coupled with next to no GDP growth in 
some quarters, a further fiscal stimulus package 
may be needed to mitigate any future slowdown.
 
Beyond the short-term challenges, little was gleaned 
about the type of economic policy the Conservative 
Party wants to have, and the type of policy that will 
define ‘Johnsonism’. Much of the same occurred 
with the maintenance of freezes to fuel and alcohol 

duties and the implementation of taxes on carbon, 
plastic and more deferred to 2021-22. 

Many will look to the Autumn budget for signs on 
how this vast stimulus will be funded, reigniting 
the perennial political debate on tax rises versus 
increased borrowing. The big question of Brexit and 
the transition period will also have to be answered. 
As will the future of our of economy – from the future 
of financial services, manufacturing, construction 
more.

Here is where the work for businesses will start – 
making sure you’re playing a key role in defining 
how we make our country prosperous post-Brexit. 
We see glimmers of policy changes from the focus 
on a greener, leaner economy to greater devolution, 
strengthened local infrastructure and a focus on 
leading the world in research and development. But 
we know there’s more to cover.

With Chancellor Rishi Sunak set on defining his 
political path ahead, it will certainly make for an 
interesting year.

Sonia Khan
Account Director
+44(0)20 7297 5953
Sonia.Khan@cicero-group.com

mailto:Sonia.Khan%40cicero-group.com?subject=The%20Budget%202020
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Energy

This was the first Budget since Parliament declared 
a climate emergency. Has it been a climate budget? 
In truth no, not against the backdrop of the 
Coronavirus crisis.  

The Chancellor promised to “deliver green growth 
and protect the environment.” However, the fact that 
fuel duty remains frozen for the tenth consecutive 
year is disappointing for those hoping to see the 
Government step up to a status of ‘world leader’ on 
climate, as we fast approach COP26 at the end of 
the year.

The UK’s decarbonisation issue lies around reducing 
emissions from heating, electricity and transport. 
The announcements on increase taxes on pollution, 
including increasing the Climate Change Levy on 
gas, and a Green Gas Levy to fund greener fuels, go 
some way to move the dial. But with the Committee 
on Climate Change predicting that the UK is not on 
track to meet the Net Zero target by 2050, interim 
solutions also need an equal footing. Therefore, it 
was encouraging to hear of the grant from 2022 
to help households and small businesses invest in 
heat pumps and biomass boilers, as transitioning 
will not be cheap.

Sunak also gave a helping hand to energy intensive 
industries who are on the path to transitioning to Net 
Zero by extending the Climate Change Agreement 
for a further two years. Additionally, farmers will 
be pleased to hear that they’ll be exempt from 
the tax on red diesel being abolished – although 
environmental campaigners will therefore question 
who the exemption will affect.

All in all, it was perhaps not a game changing set of 
announcements in a year when the UK aspires to 
lead the world on all things green.

By Sara Price, Account Director

Further analysis

What you need to know:
The Budget 2020 - Energy 

• The Government will increase taxes on pollution - from April 2022 the Climate 
Change Levy on electricity will be frozen but increased on gas; and there will be a 
new support scheme for biomethane, funded by a Green Gas Levy, to green the gas 
grid.

• £800m to establish two or more carbon capture and storage (CCS) clusters by 2030.

• The Government will support the installation of heat pumps and biomass boilers by 
introducing a Low Carbon Heat Support Scheme.

• The most energy-intensive industries will be supported to transition to net zero by 
extending the Climate Change Agreement scheme for a further two years.
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Tech

What you need to know:
The Budget 2020 - Tech

• In spending terms, R&D in innovation was one of the biggest winners from today’s 
Budget with the Chancellor committing to raise public investment in new R&D to £22 
billion by 2024.

• Almost a year to the day that Professor Furman published his review into the state of 
competition within digital markets, this Budget commits the Government to taking 
forward the report’s six strategic recommendations.

• The Government recommitted to a Digital Services Tax, its plan to implement a 2% 
levy on sales for certain digital businesses, such as Facebook and Google, by 1 April.

The Government’s commitment to further support for 
R&D will mean 0.8% of GDP is now spent on innovation, 
putting the UK ahead of the USA, Japan, France and 
China. This increased investment, which will be further 
detailed in the Government’s Spending Review later 
this year, will provide new funding for areas such as 
the fight against climate change, strengthening the 
Government’s own scientific capability and improving 
public services.  As part of this, the Government will 
also launch a new blue-skies funding agency, modelled 
on the success of the ‘APRA’ in the US. The agency, 
which will oversee an initial fund of £800 million, will 
help coordinate Government support for high risk, 
high reward science investment.

The quiet of the past year had led many to assume 
that Furman’s widely welcomed report was collecting 
dust within Whitehall and that unlocking digital 
competition had become an afterthought. However, 
today sees the Government commit to a further 
consultation on implementing the report’s findings. As 
part of this, the Government has also committed to 
creating a new cross-regulatory taskforce – the Digital 
Market Taskforce - to increase coordination between 
regulators within areas related to digital competition. 
While many may assume the UK’s sector regulators 
already oversee such coordination, the existence of 
this new group will be a welcomed addition to the 
policy landscape.

In an attempt to put levelling up into practice, the 
Government recommitted to its promise of superfast 

broadband for all of the UK with the allocation of 
£5 billion to support the rollout of gigabit-capable 
broadband in the most difficult of reach 20% of the 
country. While the Government’s intention here is 
nothing new, the recommitment of funds in today’s 
Budget will be welcomed by many of the ‘left-behind’ 
parts of the country currently unable to benefit from 
the expanding digital economy.

Following on from previous commitments in 2019, 
the Government also reaffirmed its intention to launch 
a Digital Identity Unit (DIU) within Whitehall in order 
to oversee the creation of a digital identity market. 
Although a functioning digital identity system is 
recognised as a key proponent of a successful digital 
economy, successive Governments have failed to 
tackle the issue given the political connotations around 
concepts of National Identity. The DIU will likely be 
overseen by DCMS’ newly appointed Secretary of 
State, Oliver Dowden MP, a keen advocate of digital 
identity from his time within Cabinet Office.

The Government has committed to launching a second 
round of the Regulators Pioneer Fund. Demonstrating 
their desire that increasing private sector innovation 
be met with equally innovative regulation, today’s 
announcement sees the Government committing 
£10 million of funding to enable regulators to develop 
emerging technologies.

By Luke Seaman, Associate Director

Further analysis
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Financial Services

The Government is looking at how to make the 
regulatory system work better post-Brexit as part of 
its Financial Services Future Regulatory Framework 
Review. It has announced today that there will be a 
‘Regulatory Initiatives Grid’ which will give a two-
year forward look of major regulatory initiatives. It will 
be published twice a year. This Grid will be overseen 
by a forum of the major financial regulators. The 
idea is to give firms a clear view of what’s coming 
down the track, while encouraging regulators to be 
more thoughtful about the timing and sequencing 
of new announcements. This is common sense and 
rather prompts the question as to why this wasn’t 
being done before. Another gripe raised by firms 
in the review is the sheer volume of data collected 
by regulators and the apparent lack of data sharing 
amongst regulators. The Government says it is 
looking at ideas raised by firms but didn’t commit 
to more than that.

The second phase is of the review is more 
philosophical. The Government wants ‘to develop 
a more coherent approach to FS regulation in the 
UK’ with a clearer split of regulatory responsibilities 
while ensuring appropriate democratic into the 
expert regulators. This will include considering 
how MPs, ministers and other stakeholders input 
into regulatory policymaking. This is an intriguing 
development and appears to take note of Paul 

Tucker’s view that regulation has become too far 
removed from the political oversight. The next phase 
of the review will be taken forward in a White Paper 
on Financial Services, which is due in the spring.

When it comes to FinTech, the Government is 
anxious to maintain the UK as a global hub for 
fintech scale-ups and start-ups. Bank of England 
Non-Exec, Ron Kalifa will lead a review to boost 
the competitiveness of the fintech sector. Innovate 
Finance, the trade body for the FinTech sector, 
says that the review should focus on skills and 
talent available for the sector, improving access 
to capital funding and investment and highlight 
the UK’s international competitiveness. As part of 
its efforts to promote the UK’s FinTech sector, the 
government have also committed to further work in 
support of Open Finance reforms, which come as a 
natural evolution to previous data reforms brought 
about by Open Banking.

The Government will also consult on measures 
to bring some cryptoassets within the scope of 
financial promotions rules, and later this year 
consult on its regulatory approach to cryptoassets  
more broadly. This is an implicit acceptance that 
Stablecoins, such as that proposed by Facebook 
and the Libra Association, could be a formal part of 
the financial landscape. 

Further analysis

What you need to know:
The Budget 2020 - Financial Services

• The Budget Statement barely mentioned the industry but there is an awful lot of 
interest in the Red Book and accompanying documentation. 

• The Government is about to embark on a fundamental review of the relationship 
between the financial regulators and politicians, in a bid to create a more ‘coherent’ 
regulatory architecture.

• The focus on fintech continues with a review to be led by Ron Kalifa and consultations 
on how cryptocurrencies are regulated and promoted.
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Meanwhile, arguably the fastest evolving part of 
the financial services sector is the changing nature 
of cash usage. The Government has confirmed it 
is issuing a call for evidence to ensure regulations 
keep up with technological progress as part of 
its Payments Landscape Review. While digital 
payments are where the innovation is, there are 
growing concerns those reliant on access to cash 
will be left behind. The government will bring forward 
legislation to protect access to cash for those who 
need it.

The government has published further details 
alongside Budget ahead of the Financial Services 
Bill being intorduced later in the session. There is 
a consultation on market access arrangements 
for Gibraltar and a Policy Statement on Prudential 
Standards which states the UK’s intention to 

implement Basel III banking standards in the UK. The 
statement also announces the Government will take 
powers to enable the implementation of updated 
prudential rules for UK banks and investment firms.

The Government will review the VAT charged on 
fund management fees. It is also consulting to 
gather evidence on  the attractiveness of the UK 
as a location for the intermediate entities through 
which alternative funds hold fund assets. The 
Government wants to establish if there are low-cost 
changes to the corporation tax system which could 
make the UK a more attractive location. Finally, the 
Government is consulting on the overseas funds 
regime by which funds domiciled overseas can be 
sold to UK investors.

By John Rowland, Executive Director

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/market-access-arrangements-for-financial-services-between-the-uk-and-gibraltar-a-consultation
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/prudential-standards-in-the-financial-services-bill-policy-statement
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/prudential-standards-in-the-financial-services-bill-policy-statement
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/871767/200227_M8580_Condoc_Asset_Holding_Companies_Final_Condoc.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/871744/Overseas_Fund_Regime_Consultation_Publication__for_publication_.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/871744/Overseas_Fund_Regime_Consultation_Publication__for_publication_.pdf
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Transport & Infrastructure

The Government has made it clear that its political 
priority is delivering for the votes in the North and 
the Midlands who helped give it its large majority. 
Investment in transport and infrastructure to help 
levelling up the economy is at the heart of the plan 
to make a difference to these areas.

Rail and local transport received a significant boost. 
This is seen as playing an important role in supporting 
economic growth and helping improve services 
for those who rely on public transport. Investment 
in the first section of Northern Powerhouse Rail 
was confirmed along with significant funding for 
combined authorities with the £4.2 billion five-
year funding settlement in addition to the existing 
commitment of £1.2 billion for local transport in the 
Transforming Cities Fund.

Bus services are seen as essential to helping 
improve transport services. While there was no new 
money announced in the Budget, the Chancellor 
confirmed that the National Bus Strategy will be 
published alongside the Comprehensive Spending 
Review.

Despite the Government’s commitment to reducing 

carbon emissions, which will require a shift from 
road to other forms of transport, road investment 
is set to increase. There was confirmation of the 
planned £27 billion investment to deliver the RIS2 
road investment strategy between now and 2025.  

New investment was announced to support the 
decarbonisation of transport and the take-up of 
electric vehicles, which is seen as essential to the 
Government’s ability to deliver its environmental 
pledges.

Over £2.5 billion of new money was provided to 
deal with potholes, considered a key political issue 
as they are a daily annoyance to drivers. Addressing 
the problem of potholes is a visible and sign that can 
be quickly delivered that the Government is able to 
deliver real improvements to the transport system.

Overall, the Budget is a significant sign that the 
Government is committed to delivering on its 
levelling up agenda and is prepared to provide the 
investment required to make a real difference to the 
UK’s transport infrastructure over this parliament.

By Andrew Smith, Director

Further analysis

What you need to know:
The Budget 2020 - Transport & Infrastructure

• The Budget marks the start of the delivery of the Government’s promise to invest 
significantly more to deliver new infrastructure, in order to help support the levelling 
up agenda.

• In total, around £640 billion of gross capital investment will be provided for the UK 
by 2024-25.

• Local transport schemes get a significant boost of £4.2 billion from 2022-23 for five-
year funding settlements for eight Mayoral Combined Authorities.

• There is an understanding that this significant commitment to supporting the 
development of new infrastructure could create supply chain stresses. The 
Infrastructure and Projects Authority will therefore lead a study, working with 
departments, into supply chain capacity, to assess how industry can best deliver 
the government’s ambition.
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Housing & Planning

Although tomorrow (12th March) is the launch of the 
Planning White Paper, there was still plenty in this 
Budget for those interested in housing and planning. 
The industry will broadly welcome the increases in 
spending to support housebuilding.

The Government is keeping to its word when it 
comes to ‘levelling up’ and has allocated £1.1 billion 
from the Housing Infrastructure Fund (HIF) for nine 
areas including Manchester, South Sunderland and 
South Lancaster. Far too long, HIF has allocated 
more money to London than the north. In fact, per 
year those in London were allocated three times as 
part as those who live in the Northern Powerhouse.

£400 million has been set aside for ambitious Mayoral 
Combined Authorities and local areas to establish 
housing on brownfield sites. One can expect that 
the West Midlands and Tees Valley will stand to 
benefit given ‘anywhere but London’ appears to be 
the Government’s mantra for spending.

Housing associations up and down the country will 
welcome the £12.2 billion multi-year extension to 
the affordable homes programme from 2021 as it 
will provide some certainty for the sector. However, 
it remains to be seen whether the funding will be 
targeted at homes at social rents.

Local authorities will welcome the decision to cut 
Public Works Loan Board (PWLB) interest rates by 
1% for investment in social housing. This addresses 
Treasury’s decision in October to increase the 
interest rate for all PWLB loans by 1%. Alongside 
the future lending terms consultation published 
today, the Treasury is keen to ensure that the PWLB 
finance is available for core local authority activities 
such as housing and local infrastructure and not 
big property investments pursued by the likes of 
Spelthorne Borough Council.

Today’s Budget represents welcome investment 
for the housing sector, but aside from the changes 
to the 2% Stamp Duty for non-UK residents there 
were no reforms to our housing market. Attention 
quickly turns to tomorrow’s White Paper.

By Raj Mandair, Head of Property

Further analysis

What you need to know:
The Budget 2020 - Housing & Planning

• Extending the Affordable Homes Programme with a new, multi-year settlement of 
£12 billion.

• £400m for Mayoral Combined Authorities and local areas to establish housing on 
brownfield land.

• Allocations from the Housing Infrastructure Fund totalling £1.1 billion for north.

• Launching Planning White Paper on 12th March to create simpler planning system.

• Cutting the PWLB interest rates for investment in social housing by 1%.
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Top Tweets

The Social Market 
Foundation’s James Kirkup 
was quick to point out how 
the levelling up agenda 
might come back to benefit 
the Conservatives.

Sky’s Beth Rigby was 
impressed with the new 
Chancellor, despite still 
settling into life at Number 
11.

The FT’s George Parker 
identified Dominic 
Cummings’ influence 
looming large throughout 
the Budget.

@BethRigby

@jameskirkup

@GeorgeWParker

https://twitter.com/BethRigby/status/1237736219641077760
https://twitter.com/jameskirkup/status/1237752483088420866
https://twitter.com/GeorgeWParker/status/1237728255412785156
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Cicero/AMO is a full-service communications and market research agency. We design and deliver 
award-winning corporate, brand, political and regulatory campaigns across all major business sectors 
from our offices in London, Brussels and Dublin.

Working in a rapidly changing, fiercely competitive world we know that you don’t simply find opportunities 
– you must create them. It’s the creed we live by and practice for our clients every day.

Whatever the audience, consumer, business or government, Cicero/AMO is trusted to deliver.

• London
• Dublin
• Brussels
• Paris
• Amsterdam
• Bern
• Geneva

• Dusseldorf
• Frankfurt
• Berlin
• Zurich
• Stockholm
• Warsaw

• Moscow

• Beijing
• Seoul
• Shenzhen

• Shanghai
• Hong Kong
• Tokyo

• Dubai

• Calgary
• Vancouver
• San Francisco
• Los Angeles

• St John’s
• Quebec City
• Halifax
• Toronto

• Ottawa
• Montreal
• Saint John

About Cicero/AMO

Get in touch...

If you would like to speak to the Cicero/AMO team about this document, or how we can help support 
your organisation and its public affairs objectives in 2020, please contact a member of the team below:

Tom Frackowiak
Managing Director - UK Public Affairs
+44 (0)20 7297 5966
Tom.Frackowiak@cicero-group.com

Sonia Khan
Account Director
+44(0)20 7297 5953
Sonia.Khan@cicero-group.com

mailto:tom.frackowiak%40cicero-group.com?subject=The%20Budget%202020
mailto:Sonia.Khan%40cicero-group.com?subject=The%20Budget%202020
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